Competitive Analysis

Competitor #1: Goosechase
Key Objective

“Scavenger Hunts for the Masses. The easiest way to
organize and run a scavenger hunt.”

Overall Strategy

There a lots of unique ways to utilize a scavenger
hunt, and Goosechase wants to capitalize on all of
them. Their homepage shows examples of possible
uses for different customers, like team building
events, conferences, as an educational tool for
schools, and an icebreaker tool for universities. While
they market themselves mostly to larger events that
will pull in money, they also provide their services for
small, recreational groups for free. This is smart, since
most people will want to try it out on their own before
playing lots of money for a very customized hunt.

Market Advantage

Goosechase has some pretty decent UX. It’s easy to
play on the phone, and easy to create on the web.
There are some nice pre-made tasks available that
you can add to your hunt. The App is also very social,
including an option to share each upload to facebook
or twitter, and a feed where you can immediately see
that latest submissions from other teams.

Marketing Profile

The target audience of goosechase are large
organization that pay for highly customized hunts.
This is where goosechase is making their money.

For advertising, the app shows up in the app store,
Google searches for “scavenger hunt” and has a
lot of posts online with their hashtag. Goosechase
also has a blog, and most major social accounts
(Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Youtube).
With my resources at this time, it is difficult to tell
what other advertising Goosechase uses.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths: Goosechase has a very intuitive and easy
to use interface. It also offers helpful tasks that you
can quickly add to a new hunt.

Weaknesses: Goosechase is a typical freemium
business that makes most of it’s money from larger
organizations and not casual groups of people
socializing for fun. While it is free for these casual
users ,they still must make a hunt from scratch and
are unable to easily search other hunts which may not
be meant for others to join.

Opportunities: Schnitzeljagd will provide
automatically generated hunts using googlemaps
sofware and allow for users to share their format for
future uses. The best hunts will be rated highly so that
it is easy for new users to spot the best hunts.

Threats: Goosechase’s biggest threat is their ability to
create brand awareness to the corporations they are
trying to sell to. While Goosechase has an impressive
list of companies that it has created hunts for, I have
never heard of it, and does not seem very well known.

UX Analysis on Goosechase
Usability

In general, the format is very easy to understand
once you get into the hunt. However, there are some
definite glitches and bugs that could hang-up a user.
The app is not set-up well to find an existing game.
You must simply search for the exact game you’ve
already been informed about in a search bar. So,
browsing around for a game is very difficult unless
you luckily guess the most fruitful search terms.

When a game ends (if it is timed), there is no
notification or countdown to the user when the game
ends. The user will simply be caught unawares when
they try to upload the next task.

The App offers the ability to post to facebook or
twitter every time a task is completed. This is nice,
but might be more convenient after that game,
when someone can post everything as an album,
or to another platform like instagram. There is no
method for a user to download all of their pictures
and videos at once from their mobile app; they must
stead download one picture/video at a time. Only the
owner of the game can do that.

Layout

The general layout of the app is easy to explore and
understand quickly thanks to the simple navigation
menu. However, you must click through the panels
to understand what they are, as they are not labeled
with names and the icons are not intuitive.

Competitor #2: Actionbound
Key Objective

“Take people on real-world treasure hunts and
guided walks.”

Overall Strategy

Actionbound uses a lot of taglines that constantly
change on the homepage in order to highlight
all the uses of a ‘bound’. Statements like, “Mobile
history rally”, “Innovative gaming experience,” and
“Interactive learning quiz”. Almost immediately on
their homepage, there is a call to action to create a
quiz, getting people invested in their scavenger hunt
before even looking around the website. There’s also
a nice intro video that seems to stress the educational
and competitive nature of the game.

Market Advantage

What it is that makes a competitor better, faster,
Actionbound is highly customizable with its bound
features and even includes a compass that points you
to a correct gps location that you must find.

Marketing Profile

When you go to make a hunt, your options are
professional, educational, and private. The private
account is free, but the educational and professional
accounts require payment, although you can get

started with a free trial.

For advertising, the app shows up in the app store,
Google searches for “scavenger hunt” and has a
lot of posts online with their hashtag. Actionbound
also has a blog, and most major social accounts
(Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn).
With my resources at this time, it is difficult to tell
what other advertising Goosechase uses.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths: Ability to have extremely customized hunt.
Weaknesses: Too long to set up a game with no
suggestions for games. Game based in Berlin, so no
nearby game for people to try.
Opportunities: Schnitzeljagd can take advantage of
Actionbound’s lack of pre-made games that users
can join immediately.
Threats: Actionbound should worry about the work
an initial user must put in to participating in a hunt.

UX Analysis on Goosechase
Navigation Structure

The Hunt page is very fun and easy to navigate,
allowing you to easily see your completed and
uncompleted tasks, a page to see the uploads of all
your competitors, and a screen to see what place
you’re in. There aren’t a lot of options, but the main
submission pages cover it pretty well. There are also
helpful hints in empty spaces that address what the
user might be thinking. For example, once you have
completed all of your tasks, your “uncompleted tasks”
space is empty, so they fill it with small text saying
“Well done! All the missions are completed! If you
want to improve some of you submissions, you can
find them under the ‘Completed’ tab.

Compatibility

This particular app works for Android and Apple
products, and also seems to work on most web
browsers.

Calls to Action

The home page that can be seen ‘above the fold’
offers a shocking 4 ways to take the next step into
the service. You can log-in/sign up, Start a free trial,
click ‘contact us’, or go to iTunes or Google Play to
download the app.
The app itself simply requests that you Login or
Register with e-mail or Facebook.

